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Team Name: ANSWER KEY 

1) How many pieces of bread are on Goofy’s sandwich?  You know…the one left 
outside? (3 points) 
 
4 

2) Who serves the Finest Corn Whiskey? (4 points) 
 
GOLD NUGGET DANCE HALL (General Rule: minus 1pt for each missing or 
incorrect word) 
3) Where are the ✪ BOAT RENTALS AT? (4 points) 
 
S. DOCK → (Arrow or period not necessary. Minus 1pt for “South” Dock) 

4) How many points does one need to score to become a Ranger 1st Class?  
(3 points) 
 
300,001-600,000 L-5 (L-5 and commas not necessary, but minus 1pt if answer 
starts with 300,000) 
5) How many pretzels are being held by blue clad children? (4 points) 
 
7 

6) COMPLETE THIS PHRASE “On a remote outpost planet,…” (4 points) 
 
new adventures await… (Minus 1pt missing “…”) 
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7) After you dive down to the targeted depth and level off at 80 fathoms, what does 
the captain order the course set to? (4 points) 
 
Seven zero degrees true (70° or 7-0 degrees ok)  
 
8) ACTION! Bring us a pressed dime. (Use the coins we’ve included) (4 points) 
(Minus 2pts if pressed dime AND coins are returned) 
9) In what store can you find a suitcase and a chair on the ceiling? (4 points) 
 
Le Bat en Rouge 

10) What is the address of Clarabelle’s Yogurt Shop? (Hint. Don’t look at 
Clarabelle’s for the answer.) (3 points) 
 
#3 TOON SQUARE (Minus 1pt for missing “#”. Minus 2 pts for just “#3”) 

11) How many little green men are in jail? (4 points) 
 
3 

12) PICTURE THIS! Where is this sign? (5 points) 

Red Rose Taverne (Full pts for this answer.  
Red Rose Taverne must be mentioned in the 
answer. E at the end of Taverne optional.) 

 

13) Whose tombstone reads: “LAID TO REST. NO MOURNING PLEASE AT 
HIS REQUEST”? (4 points) 
 
MASTER GRACEY 

14) What League did Mickey Mouse coach? (3 points) 
 
TOON TOWN Little League (Minus 1pt for missing Toon Town or Little League) 
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15) What is Chris Matinesl’s Address? (5 points)  

1313 S. Harbor Blvd. 
Anaheim Ca. 91955 (Periods not necessary.) 
 Bonus: What is the date on the stamp? (5 points) 
 
 12 May 1937 

16) What color shirt is the old dude underneath the horse-drawn sheep cart 
wearing? (3 points) 
 
Red 
  
17) WHERE DID I HEAR THAT? “You show promise. Now show me your skill.”  
(4 points) 
 
Kylo Ren - Jedi Academy (Minus 2pts for missing character or location) 

18) What 2 lantern signals does the BTMM COMPANY use? (4 points) 

CLEAR   SAFE WORKING AREA 

 
RED     DANGER BLASTING KEEP OUT! (“Keep out!” not 

necessary) 

19) ACTION! Hola. Tráiganos un paquete de lima, chiles de clase mundial y sal 
marina. ¿De otra manera conocido como…?. (5 points) (Tajin Packet) 

20) What kind of Toon Paint does Donald Duck use when he is painting movie 
sets? (3 points) 
 
Duck Boy Flat (“Flat” not necessary) 

21) The Post Master will be back in his office after how long? (5 points) 

5 MINUTES 
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22) PHOTO CHALLENGE  
On Your Left… 

Find the words in the photos as they are written in the park. We have given you the 
word or words on the left, write the single word that follows in each of these photos.  
(2 point for each correct answer, 18 points total.)  

However    Tall     Must 

 

One     Be     To   
 

Ride      Space     Mountain 

   
? 40in 
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23) Whose dog house sits outside of Goofy’s Gas Station? (3 points) 
 
BRUISER 

24) Who is the president of the Seven Summits Expeditions? (3 points) 
 
Frank G. Wells 

25) What toy has a picture of Buzz Lightyear saying “RED ALERT, Star Command 
is under ATTACK”? (4 points) 
 
Official Buzz Lightyear Walkie Talkie 

26) How much for A-BOWL of Buffalo Stew? (5 points) 
 
15¢ 

27) ACTION! Buongiorno. Portaci un pacchetto verde di formaggio affilato che ha un 
ottimo sapore sulla Pizza. Altrimenti noto come ...? (5 points) (Packet of parmesan 
cheese) 
28) Where can you find a French, Spanish, and American flag flown together? 
(4 points) 
 
New Orleans Square (2nd floor or balcony of 21 Royal St. also accepted. Near exit 
of Pirates also ok. As long as the general idea is there.) 
29) PICTURE THIS! Where can this sign be found?  
(4 points) 

On top of red stage coach (Wilderness Expeditions 
 
& Delivery Service) on Frontierland Trail (As long as 
general idea is there.) 
30) What was Pluto’s number in the Society Dog Show? 
(5 points) 

13 
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31) What building in Rainbow Ridge has women’s shoes displayed in the window? 
(4 points) 
 
General Mercantile (2 pts for “Post Office”) 

32) COMPLETE THE PHRASE “As we leave the coast behind and head toward open 
water, you’ll notice that this is a popular spot for…” (5 points) 
 
divers searching for exotic fish 

33) If you only had $6.19 (and there were no such thing as sales tax), how many 
swirly lollipops could you buy in Fantasyland? (2 points) 
 
3 (or 1 pack of 3) 

34) How many snake totems are there in the outside queue of Indiana Jones and the 
Temple of the Forbidden Eye? (4 points) 
 
26 (If they forget the two big ones by the door and answer 24 - 3pts) 

35) D.H. EAMES & CO. Clothiers is located at the corner of what two streets, in 
which town and state? (5 points) 
 
MAIN and FRONT STREETS. WORCESTER, MASS. (Minus 2 pts of City & 
State are missing. Minus 1pt if either street is missing) 
36) WHERE DID I HEAR THAT? “An actor’s life for me.” (2 points) 
 
Pinocchio - Pinocchio’s Daring Journey (Minus 1pt for missing character or 
location) 
37) On what date was the letter with the Roger Rabbit stamp in Goofy’s mailbox post 
marked? (Month & day only.) (3 points) 
 
Jul 17 
 
38) MISSING DONKEY ANSWERS TO CLEMENTINE? (4 points) 
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39) Draw the symbol for “WRONG TURN O.K.” in the box. 
(5 points)   

40) I enjoy bird watching, taking cat naps, and I am missing. 
Who am I? (4 points) 
 
Figaro 

41) Who are trained to subdue and arrest without resorting to lethal force?  
(5 points) 
 
CANTO BIGHT POLICE 

42) What is the lowest peak you will see HIKING THE MATTERHORN?  
(3 points) 
 
ZERMATT (1620m) (Just “Zermatt” ok) 
 Bonus: What is the highest? (3 points) 
 
 Monte Rosa (4634m) (Just “Monte Rosa” ok) 

43) There’s nothing Bruce likes better than what? (5 points) 
 
Canned food 

44) If you demonstrate bravado, comedic timing, and no fear of snakes, who should 
you contact for an audition? (5 points) 
 
T. Sam 

45) How far to Rainbow Ridge? (3 points) 
 
50ft 

46) Who owns the crate going to GARDNERS. PA? (5 points) 
 
H. C. Rice 
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47) PHOTO DISNEY BINGO (AKA DINGO!) 
Using one camera, capture photos or videos of the items or actions listed below. Get 
a “Dingo” by capturing 5 (or 4 and a free space) in a row. All photos/videos MUST 
be on ONE camera and will be confirmed at the Finish Line. Photos CANNOT be 
of Disney Challenge participants or the Game Sheet*, and must be taken the day of 
the challenge within the designated playing area. (1 point for each picture, 2 extra 
points for each Dingo. That’s 48 possible points!) 
*Items in column “O” require video and MAY include your team/a team member. 

D       I        N     G       O* 

A red & white 
light bulb

An electric 
outlet with 
nothing 

plugged into it

A life sized 
BB-8 made out 
of Lego bricks

3 cows in one 
photo

A talking 
parrot

Someone 
wearing rose 
gold Minnie 

ears

Fish Jelly A beer stein Horace 
Horsecollar

Team member 
dancing with a 

costumed 
character

A life saving 
ring

A Porg FREE 
SPACE

An armless 
statue

Someone 
shooting the 

cannon on the 
Columbia

A birdhouse
Someone 
wearing a 
Happy 

Anniversary 
button

A group field 
trip shirt

A birthday 
cake

Team member  
waddling 

behind a duck

Baywax  
(Not Baymax)

A giant carrot Someone eating 
a caramel apple

A pickaxe A radio playing
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48) What two characters are on the Daughters of the Animated Reel sign? (3 points) 
 
Minnie Mouse &  Daisy Duck (Just Minnie & Daisy ok. Minus 1pt for missing 
character) 
49) According to a map next to a stove pipe, what is #18 on the list of Nevada 
Railroads? (4 points) 
 
Western Pacific. (Missing period ok) 

50) Who is the proprietor of Texas Glenn’s Honey Bee Farm? (4 points) 
 
GLENN HICKS 

51) What 7 digit number is between “Nang Toa Airport” and “Oxford University”?  
(4 points) 
 
9906 753 

52) WHERE DID I HEAR THAT? “These remnants of an ancient civilization were 
hidden for centuries beneath the ocean floor.” (5 points) 

Captain - Finding Nemo Submarine Voyage (Minus 2pts for missing character or 3 
pts for missing location) 
53) How many penguins are in between Bert and Mary as they sit in their green 
chairs? (5 points) 
 
2 

54) Who is the renowned safety authority and longevity expert? (5 points) 
 
Jiminy Cricket 
 Bonus: What is the title of his highly acclaimed lecture series? (5 points) 
 
 I’M NO FOOL 
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55) Where are the caged and sold donkeys being shipped to? (3 points) 
 
SALT MINE 

56) How many hands does the Toontown Clock Tower above City Hall have?  
(3 points) 
 
6 
 Bonus: How many eyes does it have? (2 points) 
 
 8 

57) MATCH UP! Match the Character from Mr. Toad's Wild Ride with the word 
included in his description underneath his bust in the queue by drawing a line 
between them. (2 points each, 8 points total) 
1) J. Thaddeus Toad Esq. (line to F)                               A) Often 
                 B) Fortnight 
2) Mr. Mole (line to E)                                                    C) Motormania 
                 D) Silly 
3) Angus Macbadger (line to A)                                       E) Sympathetic 
                 F) Incurable 
4) Mr. Rat (line to C)                                                       G) Winky 
               
58) How much does it cost to rub Aladdin’s Lamp? (I mean…to have your future 
revealed?) (3 points) 
 
50¢ 

59) Many food and beverage cans have linings containing bisphenol A (BPA). For 
more information, go to: (4 points) 
 
WWW.P65WARNINGS.CA.GOV/BPA 

60) What is Edwards Harlene for? (5 points) 
 
THE HAIR (Minus 1pt for just “Hair”) 
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61) COMPLETE THE PHRASE “Prevent serious injury or 
death from falls…" (5 points) 
 
or sliding out. (Minus 1pt for missing period) 

62) Whose house from Storybook Land (across the water on the left) is the last one 
you pass on Casey Jr. Circus Train before you go into the final tunnel? (4 points) 
 
Seven Dwarfs Cottage (Snow White & The Seven Dwarf’s ok. Just Snow White’s 
2 pts) 
63) What has advantages such as: A Cold detachable Walnut Handle, Require no 
holder or Cloth, and CHEAP? (5 points) 
 
MRS. POTTS’ COLD HANDLE SAD IRON 

64) What color beret is the girl in the Cycles Brion Paris wearing? (4 points) 
 
Red 

65) Which room in The Haunted Mansion has a tiger skin rug? (3 points) 
 
The Attic (Bride’s Room, Top of the House, etc. ok) 

66) WHERE DID I HEAR THAT? “There’s powers here you can’t possibly 
comprehend!” (4 points) 
 
Indiana Jones - Indiana Jones & The Temple of the Forbidden Eye (Minus 2pts for 
missing character or location) 
67) How many American flag fireworks are there on or around the Fireworks 
Factory in Toontown? (Note: An American flag firework MUST contain red & 
white stripes AS WELL AS white stars on a blue background. Otherwise, it’s just an 
American flag “inspired” firework. Well, technically, they’re all just “inspired” 
fireworks unless they have 50 stars…but I digress. You get the point!) (4 points) 
 
4 
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68) JOHANNA’S FOTOSHOP FRENZY!  
What word or words are missing from each photo? (4 points each, 16 points total) 

SPACER      GAGS 

TURKS HEAD     RASCETTE 
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69) What color balloon is Pooh laying across the top of inside Pooh’s Corner?  
(2 points) 
 
Blue 

70) ACTION! Guten Tag. Bring uns eine Würze, die braun oder gelb sein kann, was 
bei Bratwurst und Brezeln beliebt ist. (5 points) (Packet of mustard) 

71) Where is it written “It takes People to make the Dream a Reality”? (3 points) 

On the Disneyland Casting Agency door on Main Street (1 pt for DCA, 1 pt for 
Door, 1 pt for MS) 
72) What 2 words are between an arrow that says “FLOW” and the letters and 
numbers “TL59”? (4 points) 
 
SEAWATER SUPPLY 

73) What is the title of Honoré De Balzac’s novel number VIII? (5 points) 
 
PARISIANS IN THE COUNTRY 

74) Jerrycan 1225 has what word written vertically on its front? (5 points) 

 
WATER 

75) BACORN’S, makers of such fine products as Violet Witch Hazel, Lilly of the 
Valley, and Cream of Roses, seem to be more popularly known as the makers of 
what creme? (4 points) 
 
Skin-Glo 

76) The scale made by WATLING SCALE CO. (or WATLING MFG. Co. 
CHICAGO, ILL) goes up to how many pounds before it flips back to 0? (4 points) 
 
299 
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77) COMPLETE THE PHRASE “ACHTUNG! UNKNOWN WILDLIFE…”  
(3 points) 
 
SPOTTED 

78) For a Personalized Diagnosis and a Souvenir Prescription Card, whom should 
you go see? (3 points) 
 
SHRUNKEN NED 

79) How much for a La Flor De Erb Cigar? (4 points) 
 
10¢ 

80) How many bricks are in the piles on the ground to the left of the building 
mentioned 13 questions ago? (3 points) 
 
13 

81) PICTURE THIS! Where can you find this stroller sign?  
 (3 points) 

Adventureland Stroller Parking (May be more specific 
like next to Tropical Imports. As long as they are close) 

82) In the scene with the Blue Fairy on Pinocchio’s Daring Journey, who is the only 
character under the covers? (3 points) 
 
Figaro 

83) What 2 personal items look as if they were left behind by the passenger or 
passengers of a red stagecoach? (Not the luggage on top or the items possibly left by 
the driver, but those riding inside.) (4 points) 
 
Guitar & Hat 
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84) How many red lights/buttons are there on a Dejarik board? (4 points) 
 
13 

85) What is written above Winky’s Pub Stouts Ales & Spirits? (4 points) 
 
A. WELLINGTON (Minus 1pt for missing “A.”) 

86) What artificial colors are in Goofy’s Candy Co. Cotton Candy? (3 points) 
 
(RED 40, BLUE 1) (Parentheses not necessary) 

87) ACTION! Jambo! Tududishe kitambaa cha mvua ndani ya pakiti ambayo inaweza 
kutumika kuifuta mchuzi huu mbali na uso wangu na mikono. (5 points) (Wet Nap) 

88) How many tiers does Constance’s wedding cake have? (5 points) 
 
4 

89) Whose juice is the Best on the River? (5 points) 
 
HARPERS JUICE 

90) In Plane Crazy, what gift does Minnie give Mickey for good luck? (3 points) 
 
A Horseshoe 

91) Who is the last fish you hear in Finding Nemo’s Undersea Adventure? (4 points) 
 
Dory 

92) What 3 characters are on the wooden Pooh’s Corner signs? (3 points) 

Tigger, Piglet, & Pooh 
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93) How many times does Casey Jr. say “I thought I could” after climbing the hill?  
(4 points) 
 
6 

94) What brand of batteries are used on Buzz Lightyear’s Astro Blasters? (4 points) 
 
CRYSTOLIC FUSION BATTERY CELLS (Just “Crystolic Fusion” ok) 

95) Where can you find a shooting script for The Sorcerer’s Apprentice? (5 points) 
 
On Mickey’s Desk in the photo area of his house (As long as general idea is there) 

96) Tony’s Freaking Fire…Barrel…Question!  
What are the first two words written on the  
side of this barrel? (4 points) 
 
DOCUMENTS RELATED 

97) What book is between The House of Seven 
Gables and Jordens Erobring? (5 points) 
 
VERDEN VENTER- By Knuth Becker (“-“ after title and author not necessary) 

98) What celestial objects can be found on the “curtain” for Mickey’s Magical Map? 
(2 points) 
 
Moon & Stars 

99) On what page is the chapter titled “Mental Hygiene: It’s Practice”? (5 points) 
 
878 (2pts if they write 1291 as the page before is actually 1290)  

100) ACTION! Open the “Finish Line” envelope in your packet and solve the puzzle.  
(Can’t figure it out? Call 661-510-2387 for the answer. Minus 10 pts) 

Time Turned In: ____________________
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